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In a pulse-pounding race to save America, covert operative Mitch Rapp confronts a mortal
threat. But this time he might have met his match.Mitch Rapp is used to winning. But thanks to
several scheming and unscrupulous members of the Pakistani secret service, he finds himself
chasing false leads from continent to continent in an effort to Pakistani nukes from falling into the
hands of terrorists. Together with friend and colleague Scott Coleman, Rapp struggles to prevent
the loss of these lethal weapons. Soon it becomes alarmingly clear that the forces in Moscow
are bent on fomenting even more chaos and turmoil in the Middle East, and Rapp must go deep
into Iraqi territory, posing as an American ISIS recruit. There, he uncovers a plan much more
dangerous and insidious than he ever expected—one that could have far-reaching and
catastrophic consequences.Written with the same breathless tension and relentless action as
Vince Flynn’s greatest novels, Mitch Rapp’s latest adventure is as timely and provocative as ever.

About the Author#1 New York Times bestselling author Vince Flynn (1966–2013) created one of
contemporary fiction’s most popular heroes: CIA counterterrorist agent Mitch Rapp, featured in
thirteen of Flynn’s acclaimed political thrillers. All of his novels are New York Times bestsellers,
including his stand-alone debut novel, Term Limits.Kyle Mills is the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of twenty-three political thrillers, including Total Power, Lethal Agent,
and Red War for Vince Flynn and The Patriot Attack for Robert Ludlum. He initially found
inspiration from his father, the former director of Interpol, and still draws on his contacts in the
intelligence community to give his books such realism. Avid outdoor athletes, he and his wife
split their time between Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and Granada, Spain. Visit his website at
KyleMills.com or connect with him on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
@KyleMillsAuthor. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Order to
KillCHAPTER 1NEAR FRANSCHHOEKSOUTH AFRICAMITCH Rapp eased his rental car onto
a quiet rural road and began winding his way through vineyards. The sun had just hit the horizon,
turning the craggy mountains orange against a clear sky.The scene couldn’t have been more
different from the smoggy, traffic-choked Pakistani cities he’d spent the last two months in.
Swapping the stench of diesel and sweat for the idyllic setting of South Africa’s wine country
should have been a pleasant change. If anything, though, it had tightened the knot in his
gut.When he’d killed the fundamentalist director of Pakistan’s intelligence apparatus a few
weeks ago, blowback had been inevitable. But now it had grown beyond even his and Irene
Kennedy’s worst-case scenario.There was still no question that Ahmed Taj’s elimination had
been necessary in order to keep Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal out of the hands of Islamic
hardliners. Unfortunately, his death had left a power vacuum that was pushing the already
unstable country to the brink. Umar Shirani, the head of the army, was using the growing chaos



to continue Taj’s effort to oust the country’s relatively moderate president.One of the keys to his
plan was to gain control of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal, confident that the world would be forced
to back anyone with the means and will to incinerate a large swath of the region. Or, if not back,
at least not oppose.To that end, General Shirani had taken the country’s nukes from their secure
locations and was moving them around Pakistan in order to keep the civilian government from
extending its authority over them. Of course, he said that his actions were to keep the weapons
safe in the increasingly unstable environment, but no one actually believed him. He was forcing a
showdown—making Pakistan’s politicians and power elite choose sides.Rapp and his teams
had been charged with trying to track the weapons’ movements and to make sure that none of
Pakistan’s terrorist groups got hold of one. It was a virtually impossible task. They were being
asked to follow the constantly moving individual components of the world’s seventh-largest
nuclear arsenal while being actively opposed by its sixth-largest army. It was a little like the old
cup and ball magic trick, but with a hundred balls—each one of which had the potential to
explode and take out a major city.Rapp rolled down the window and accelerated the vehicle,
navigating by his memory of a map he’d glanced at months ago. He’d never actually been to the
area, instead relying on a CIA team that specialized in selecting these types of locations.And
that’s exactly what Irene Kennedy had tried to get him to continue to do: rely on specialists.
Despite everything that was happening in Pakistan, though, he couldn’t bring himself to pass this
one off. So he’d put Scott Coleman in charge and boarded the CIA’s Gulfstream G550 for South
Africa.A mistake? Most likely. Dereliction of duty? Maybe. But better to deal with this situation
personally over the next twenty-four hours than to spend the next week trying to micromanage it
from Islamabad.The phone on the passenger seat chimed and he grimaced when he saw it was
another text from Monica Estridge. The subject was the same as the last twenty unanswered
messages from her. Granite.He’d given the surprisingly relentless interior designer complete
dominion over finishing the construction of the house he’d started before his wife was killed.
Unfortunately, she didn’t seem to understand the simple concept of “complete dominion.” He
had no idea how many swatches, paint colors, and wood finishes there were on the planet, but
he was pretty sure she wasn’t going to rest until he’d looked at every one.The dirt road began to
climb toward a mountain striped with cliff bands and Rapp made sure he kept the vehicle’s
speed at a level that wouldn’t attract attention. When he reached the top of the first rise, he
spotted the gray roof of the home he was looking for.A ten-foot-tall wall topped with colorful
shards of broken glass ringed the property and the trees had been cut back almost to a
neighboring farmer’s vines, leaving an open perimeter with an unobstructed view.The scene
probably wasn’t appreciably different than it would have been if he’d been riding in on horseback
at the turn of the twentieth century. Just beneath the surface, though, was a state-of-the-art
security system that was not only connected to local police and a private security response team
but to the CIA’s top people in the country.At his direction, Claudia Gould—now Dufort—and her
daughter had moved in recently. Despite a long, painful history and the death of her husband at
the hands of Stan Hurley, Rapp couldn’t get her out of his mind. They seemed to be tangled



together in a way that no amount of effort could reverse.It was hard to reflect on his relationships
with women without using the words “disaster” and “catastrophe.” On particularly bad days,
“cataclysm” also sprang to mind. His first love had died in the terrorist attack on Pan Am 103
when he was still young. Years later, his wife and unborn child had been murdered by Louis
Gould, the late husband of the woman living in the spotless Cape Dutch house he was
passing.Since then, Rapp had tried futilely to find someone he could fit into his life. His wife,
Anna, had been an idealist and in some ways that was why he’d loved her so intensely. While he
was constantly mired in the dark, she saw the world with unflagging optimism and hope. Being
with her helped him regain the humanity that sometimes seemed to be slipping irretrievably
away.In retrospect, though, their relationship hadn’t been all sunshine and flowers. Anna had
struggled constantly with what he did for a living. Intellectually, she understood that men like him
were necessary, but he’d come to believe that on a deeper level she thought he might be part of
the problem. Just another violent man who kept the world from becoming the utopia she thought
it could be.So, another Anna Reilly was out.He'd once tried going in the opposite direction with a
talented Italian private contractor, but the relationship had been doomed from the start. On the
bright side, she'd been beautiful, exciting, and completely unconcerned with his lifestyle. On the
other hand, he’d never been able to shake the feeling that for the right price, she’d start chasing
him around the bedroom with an ice pick.After Anna, his relationships could be categorized as
brief encounters that barely rose above the level of one-night stands. A former Secret Service
agent. A hedge fund manager his brother had introduced him to. A redheaded air force pilot who
occasionally flew support on a few of his ops.But Claudia felt different for some reason. They’d
first met years ago when he’d come to settle a score with her husband. He’d put a gun against
her head, and to say the look in her eyes haunted him would be an overstatement. But he sure
as hell hadn’t forgotten it.Claudia’s background wasn’t spotless like Anna’s, but neither was it
drenched in blood like Donatella’s. She had a beautiful daughter and a soul that was just
damaged enough for her to consider allowing someone like him into her life.That sense of
possibility was why he’d gotten personally involved with relocating Claudia and providing her
with an immaculate new identity. Or at least an identity that he’d been assured was immaculate.
Now, a reliable informant had told him, someone was looking to snatch her. Precisely who or
why, no one seemed to know.The likely bet was that one of her late husband’s enemies had
come crawling out from under a rock for some petty revenge. It was the kind of amateur bullshit
that really pissed Rapp off and he was there to set an example that would discourage the next
asshole.It was another reason not to get Irene Kennedy’s people involved. As the director of the
CIA, there were lines she shouldn’t cross. And his plan to identify the people stalking Claudia
and then mail them back to their employer in FedEx envelopes was probably one of them.
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Slaven, “Kyle hit a Grand Slam with OTK. As a Mitch Rapp Ambassador, I’ve had the privilege of
reading an advance copy of Order To Kill by Kyle Mills. Let me start of by saying that I was very
skeptical of the character Vince Flynn created when Kyle took over writing duties. Even more so
in October of 2014 when they released the first 3 pages or the first chapter. Mitch was outside
with Stan Hurley smoking and drinking… I was thinking, is this Mitch Rapp? He’s not having to
blend in inside a hostile environment, he’s perfectly safe with Dr. Irene Kennedy and Mike Nash
inside the house talking about him. So as a “slightly obsessive fan” that I am, I decided to write
Kyle Mills an email. I was cordial, but also firm in asking where are you going with this. Kyle Mills,
being the awesome guy he is to all us longtime fans, replied back within a day. He told me that it
was actually Vince Flynn that wrote those three pages and took the time to write me a brief
description of where he thought Vince was going and which way he will take the character, in
regards to following in the footsteps of Stan Hurley and then of course realizing he needs to
make serious changes in his life in order to not end up on that same path. That right there sold
me on Kyle as what type of person he is and I was very much looking forward to his efforts in the
Mitch Rapp series.I would describe The Survivor as Kyle Mills hitting a game winning home run
in the bottom of the ninth. With Order To Kill, he hit a game winning grand slam at the world
series. It’s THAT good.Grisha Azarov is a formidable opponent unlike anyone Rapp has ever
gone up against. He doesn’t come off as an arrogant prick with mental issues like Louis Gould
who keeps on trying to become the best by attempting to take out the best. He is cool and
collected, with only one significant drawback. He doesn’t have complete operational control.
That is where the ruthless Russian President Maxim Krupin comes into play, attempting to
control every aspect by not keeping everyone informed. Grisha tells us that the best play would
be to go up against Rapp in Russia, where he has the advantage, but due to Krupin’s agenda
and control issues, their plans to take out Mitch Rapp always fail.Mitch Rapp is focusing on
making those hard changes in his life we read about in The Survivor. The home his late wife
Anna and he started to build is finally finished and he is inching slowly towards a romantic
relationship with the most unexpected character. But one who I think is perfect for Mitch.
Throughout majority of the book, Mitch is running around with more than a few bruises, black
eyes, and an almost nonexistent nose. Who did this to Mitch is what you’re probably wondering,
huh!? Well the answer may surprise you.Besides Mitch, our favorite former Navy Seal, Scott
Coleman is back and he has a run in with Grisha which makes for one hell of a read. Also, Dr.
Irene Kennedy, Mike Nash and Joe Maslick aka Mas are all back to support our favorite
counterterrorism expert do what he does best. Along with those well-known characters, Kyle
Mill’s introduces us to a new, relatively minor character Craig Bailer. Craig was awesome, if not
for anything else, his sense of humor.My good friend Ryan The Rappologist has gone on record
to say that this is the best Mitch Rapp book since Consent To Kill. Well I’m here to tell you that is
he 100% right. This is one of the best, most thrilling Mitch Rapp books to date. To say that it’s a



MUST READ would be an understatement. This is the type of book that will have you staying up
late at night to finish it on your second and third time reading it. It’s just too difficult to put down.”

skip g, “Not up to his standards.. With a cowriter,things are never as good. Start having Mitch
going after people rather than people going after him. A little more subtly and finesse would help.”

Jackie, “Very Satisfying Thriller. I have long been a fan of Vince Flynn/Mitch Rapp books. So I
was really thrilled that Kyle Mills was continuing the series. I’ve also been a big fan of Kyle Mills,
so I was sure I would continue to love the Rapp books. And I was right. This book was a little
different, in that there is a good chunk of it where Mitch is working alone. So in one respect I
missed the other base characters I’ve come to love. However, the major plot twist for Scott
Coleman was a winner, definitely keeping the reader enthralled and anxiously reading to find out
what would happen. There is also the beginning of a major personal change for Mitch. I’ll look
forward to seeing how this goes in future books. There is one villain that is appropriately a
megalomaniac and one that you almost have sympathy for even though he is trying to kill Mitch.
I was pleased with how that last issue was resolved at the end. In this book Mitch experiences
more physical damage than usual, so that also keeps the reader anxious to see how it will be
resolved and if he can get the villain. I was very pleased with the plot, pacing, and resolution.
I’ve already downloaded the next book. Thanks Mr. Mills for keeping Mitch alive, and please
keep writing!  This series is one of the very best terrorism thrillers out there!”

Tom Carter, “"Order To Kill" is another Mitch Rapp page turner. Hang on.. I just finished "Order To
Kill" and must confess I was concerned that it might disappoint in view of the fact that the original
creator of the Mitch Rapp series, Vince Flynn, died of cancer last year. However, I found that
Kyle Mills must have been both a student of Flynn's but also a thoughtful contributor to the series
as he fully understands who Mitch Rapp is, how he operates, what he thinks, and how he is
viewed around the world. As always, the potential threats developed in the plot are shockingly
feasible and contain events and potential threats I have never even considered since terrorism
became part of out national dialogue the past 30 years. The novels are "fiction", yet they are
based upon current issues in Russia, the Middle East, and in this particular novel Pakistan which
rarely gets media attention in view of events in North Korea, Syria, and Iran. I find myself
pausing while reading this series and this book and asking, "Why didn't I think of that? That
could really happen." When I tell friends or family about these scenarios, they are both
impressed with my "knowledge" of the situations but also seem enticed to start reading the
series themselves. I have not known one person who has read or is currently reading the Rapp
series who has been remotely disappointed, complained about a bad novel, or who simply
stopped reading them cold turkey. Impossible it seems. Read one, you'll read them all as I have
said and the recent novel "Order To Kill" is a continuation of one of the best series of books that
place fictional but very real characters into fictional but very possible and very dangerous



events. Be prepared to sleep less from reading well into the night and also from the thought
provocation Flynn and now  Kyle Mills induce.”

Byron Spradlin, “Stunning! Again!. Call Mitch Rapp, again, saves the world. That’s why we read
these novels. Great twists, and a sense of justice as well as mercy woven together with wraps
team again showing great camaraderie. Extremely great read. As usual. Kyle Mills does a great
job carrying on Vince Flynn‘s heritage.”

Tommy, “Ok. Cover was torn and taped.  Arrived in a reasonable time.”

David Rossifan 46, “Superb read. I was unconvinced that Kyle Mills could take over from the late
Vince Flynn, I was so wrong!Its still Vince Flynn's book, but Kyle Mills has taken on the mantle
and kept the series very much alive.A real page turner, this is the second book with similar title
(Kill Order and Order to Kill) I have read over my holidays and both proved to be top choices for
a week in the sun.Mitch and the gang are at it again on a new mission, superb read.I'm not
intending to get into the book here, I don't want to spoil the plot and I don't want to just repeat
what it says on the back cover.If you are a fan of Vince Flynn, Lee Childs, Jack Coughlin etc,
then you will love Kylie Mills writing.Buy it!”

Kathryn Smith, “Mitch Rapp is in safe hands. I'm 3/4s of the way through this new book, having
read all of them in the series and am delighted to say it's every bit as good as the late great
Vince Flynn's stories. It's action packed and fast paced and the storyline is current and
believable. Mitch is as focused and brutal with the bad guys as he has always been and fiercely
loyal to his country and friends but there are also places in the storyline where his humanity
shines through. Thank you for a great story Mr Mills. I hope you continue this series for many
years to come. I highly recommend this book. It's a shame we have to wait a whole year for the
next one.”

Ron Robson, “A Read well worth waiting for.. Kyle Mills has captured the Mitch Rapp of old. The
story lines were good and the characters were solid. The fundamentalists Jihadists were well
portrayed as was the plight of individual females within the culture. The story was topical and the
scenario could quite easily become a reality as the World be comes more unstable. Mitch was
his usual cold blooded and determined self pitted against a worth adversary and a totalitarian
regime. A good Mitch Rapp story but lacks a little something from time to time. Still, I found
myself dragged into it and unable to put it down until I had finished the final page! Well done.”

Alan Marston, “Adrenaline fuelled. Rapp is back and Kyle Mills appears to have a real grip on
Vince Flynn’s creation.Stolen fissile material and perhaps the most talented opponent that Rapp
has come across make for a very lively and inventive read. To say much more would spoil this for
other readers, so I will conclude by saying that the ending was not only well worked out, but also



very satisfying.”

The book by Roger Kamien has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 6,638 people have provided feedback.
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